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Lucas Mota Freitas - Ocean

                            tom:
                Gb (forma dos acordes no tom de Eb )
Capostraste na 3ª casa
Intro: Fadd9  C  Em  Am
        Fadd9  C  Em  Am

Fadd9
The ocean holds unimaginable secrets
    C
And treasures in the human mind
   Em                   Am
It keeps human history alive
Fadd9                          C
It gives life to future generations
                            Em
They say that everything we know
                      Am
Is like a drop in the ocean

Dm                              Am
So imagine the possibilities it hides
C
Another world below water full of
G                             Dm
Beauty, energy and life. When everythin
                         Am
Was water it gave us the chance and
C                           G
From there we must get everything

C                              Dm
Life is in the wind that blows waves
G                            C
Current movement has its own compass
F                             C
Even the tide is low or madly high
G                                 C
Moon keeps maintaining the waves alive

C                             Dm
Fishes swimming hard from the foam
G                                C
And crabs running fast for their homes
F                                 C
The storm that moves the ocean's life
G                             C
Is needed to keep all working fine

[Solo]

Fadd9
The ocean holds unimaginable secrets
    C
And treasures in the human mind
   Em                   Am
It keeps human history alive
Fadd9                          C
It gives life to future generations
                            Em
They say that everything we know
                      Am
Is like a drop in the ocean

Dm                              Am
So imagine the possibilities it hides
C
Another world below water full of
G                             Dm
Beauty, energy and life. When everythin
                         Am
Was water it gave us the chance and
C                           G
From there we must get everything

C                              Dm
Life is in the wind that blows waves
G                            C
Current movement has its own compass
F                             C
Even the tide is low or madly high
G                                 C
Moon keeps maintaining the waves alive

C                             Dm
Fishes swimming hard from the foam
G                                C
And crabs running fast for their homes
F                                 C
The storm that moves the ocean's life
G                             C
Is needed to keep all working fine

Acordes


